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Welcome to the IGN Tour to Yakuza 0, continuing with Chapter 15: Scattered Light. In this chapter, you play as Goro Majima. This guide will help you navigate the world, win trophies and fight against tough enemies. Reward: ¥100,000,000, Climax Battle item openpublishing Attention: complete spoilers for the chapter below. Sagawa says Shimano is
betraying the Tojo clan. After cutting an agreement with the alliance Omi, he secured the main seat of the Clan I play in exchange for the empty lot. After that, go to the Campeão District. When you arrive, go to the left corner of the area. Talk to the man. So get out the same way you got in. Shimano Family The Thugs ambushed you. Defeat them to
continue. Only then, some Shimano family veterans arrive. They say Shimano himself would like to meet you. Sagawa and you sit down for a drink with Shimano. Learn that he orchestrated all the events that led to this. I knew Majima wouldn't kill Makimura. He did this so that Makoto trusted Majima. So he knew he could exploit it, having his signal
on the property of the empty lot. Now you don't have to kill Makimura anymore. You just have to get her to Shimano to sign the batch. To find Makoto, you must first find Kiryu. To identify your location, go look for Nishikiyama in the Kazama family office. Unfortunately, none of them are here. Instead, you must fight Kashiwagi to get the location of
Nishiki. advertising After the battle, a newcomer from the Kazama family says you are looking for Nishiki in Serena. Here you find Nishiki. You have to fight him, too. Here's the chance to catch the Bottle Trophy. After bringing Nishiki down to a health bar, a fast time event will occur. Reina tries to hit you with a bottle. Do not run this button
command. Then she'll hit you in the head. Thisthe tropter of bottle. After the fight, Nishiki says Makimura left Her Her last known location was West Park. To find Makoto, head to the Empty Lot, through a narrow alley in the Kamuro Shopping Area. As you arrive, you see Makoto on top of a nearby building. Now, she has her eyesight back.
advertisementWas this guide helpful?In This Wiki Guide SEGA's Yakuza series has been around since the days of the PlayStation 2, but only over the last few years or so has it really started to seep into the consciousness of a wider Western audience. This is largely thanks to 2017's Yakuza 0, which sparked a whole new wave of interest on PlayStation
4. It helped, of course, that Yakuza 0 ended up being one of the very best games in the franchise to date. Now, you may be sitting there wondering what Yakuza is all about, and whether you'd like to give the series a try. Perhaps more importantly, you're questioning where you should actually start. Well, with this ranking guide, we're going to try and
break down the pros and cons of each Yakuza game. But before we begin... What Is Yakuza, Exactly? Yakuza is sometimes referred to as "Grand Theft Auto set in Japan", but that's not the case at all. The Yakuza games are not open world, and the only thing they really have in common with Rockstar's blockbuster franchise is that they have a core
theme of crime. Yakuza games are very story-based, with a lot of cutscenes and dialogue. Almost every game in the main series (barring Yakuza: Like a Dragon) features Kazuma Kiryu ¢ÃÂÂ a beast of a man who always manages to find himself wrapped up in the latest drama of the Japanese criminal underworld. In some games, however, Kiryu isn't
the only playable character. The series primarily takes place in a fictional red light district known as Kamurocho, although other settings do pop up in a number of games. Kamurocho and other environments are generally quite open, but again, they're not typically what we'd call open world. You can freely explore the streets of Kamurocho, iav ªÃcov
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consideration. Platforms: PS3 (Japan only), PS4 Average Length: 20 - 30 hours Yakuza: Kiwami is a remake of the very first Yakuza game, which originally released on the PlayStation 2 all the way back in 2005. It introduces series protagonist Kazuma Kiryu as an up-and-coming yakuza officer, before he takes the fall for a murder, committed by his
dearest friend. Kiryu gets out of jail a decade later, only to discover that the yakuza landscape has changed considerably while he was behind bars. He sets out to regain his place in the world. Kiwami also introduces a new gameplay mechanic called 'Majima Everywhere'. It's a gimmick that's unique to Yakuza: Kiwami, and acts as a fun way to give fan
favourite character Goro Majima more of a presence throughout the game. Majima will show up at random intervals, forcing Kiryu to fight him in increasingly deadly duels. Good place to start? Starting your Yakuza journey with Yakuza: Kiwami isn't a bad idea seeing as it's a remake of the very first game, but it's a weak introduction to a series that's
evolved quite a bit since its inception. A straightforward introduction to Yakuza Cool combat system with multiple fighting styles 'Majima Everywhere' is a fun gimmick Storytelling is very basic and predictable compared to later games Story has some noticeable plot holes Feels barebones compared to later games Side quests lack the flair of later
games Looks dated graphically Platforms: PS3, PS4 (Yakuza 4 Remastered) Average Length: 30 - 40 hours Yakuza 4 was the first game in the series to introduce multiple playable characters. The story is split between four protagonists: returning hero Kazuma Kiryu, suave loan shark Shun Akiyama, escaped convict Taiga Saejima, and streetwise cop
Masayoshi Takemura. Each main character has their own unique fighting style and optional activities, as well as their own reasons for being involved in the overarching story. Good place to start? Not azukaY sruoh 04 - 03 :htgneL egarevA )deretsameR 3 azukaY( 4SP ,3SP :smroftalP yllacihparg detad skooL sdradnats s'yadot yb yknulc sleeF sthgif
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elbayalp elpitluM sretcarahc tnellecxE .seires eht ot wen er' uoy fi gnimlehwrevo etiuq of the ekam dluoc Hcihw ,Stpecnoc yrots dna sretcarahc gnirrucer fo daol serutaef 4 Azukay Azukay Azukay Azukay Azukay Azukay Azukay Azukay Azukay It was a new beginning for the PS3 series, with Kazuma Kiryu now managing his own orphanage on a sunny
beach in Okinawa. The game had a very different vibe compared to its predecessors of the PS2-mainly because of its running time at slow pace. As always, however, Kiryu ends up being pulled back into the life of Yakuza that he is trying to leave behind. Good place to start? Yakuza 3 is not a bad place to start your Yakuza journey due to its relatively
direct history, which is somewhat separate from previous games. However, there are better and more modern games that you can dive first. Great story Okinawa contrasts Kamurocho perfectly, some fights of memorable combat bosses can be cheap seem very clumsy by today's standards seem dated from graphically platforms: ps4, ps5 of average
length: 40 - 50 hours lost trial is a sequence of judgment, occurring a few years later The events of the first game. He tells a new story, but the protagonist Takayuki Yagami and his detective agency allies return to the action. What begins as an investigation into a bullying pandemic in a local school sneezes into a mystery of distorted murder. In terms
of gameplay and general structure, it's like judgment - but the lost judgment goes beyond the side content. It has a ridiculous amount of optional activities - even by Yakuza standards - how Yagami helps various school clubs with their favorite hobbies. Good place to start? The lost trial is not a terrible door to the Yakuza franchise, but you would be
much better playing the first trial if you are new. Not just because it's a better game in general, but because Yagami and his friends barely get any character development in this sequence. It definitely helps to get familiar with the castof diving. Twisting and Turning Detective. Thriller Great characters arguably the best combat of any Yakuza game,
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egg, a lakey I can say that he syadyo sumocate yobano solome , lame ) yabinezer does so seem to be embacked to her embberubates. Kiryu is once again forced to act when her loved ones are put in danger. When released in 2016, the Yakuza 6 was easily the most beautiful game in the series thanks to the new dragon mechanism. However, unlike
Yakuza 4 and Yakuza 5, Yakuza 6 does not feature several protagonists. Instead, it focuses only on Kiryu, in what is an intensely personal conclusion. Good place to start? Since Yakuza 6 is the final chapter of the saga of Kazuma Kiryu, it is very easy to say that this would be a terrible place to jump. Yakuza 6 has a much deeper impact if you are
already familiar with Kiryu and the struggles that have led you to that point in your life. Focused and exciting story Excellent characters from the refined combat system Dragon Engine looks great a great ending to Kiryu saga side content failure compared to previous game platforms: PS4, PS5 Average length: 40 - 50 hours The trial is a Yakuza game
in all name (except the name (and narrative). It occurs in the recurring scene of Kamurocho, where detective Takayuki Yagami, who lowers his luck, addresses a brutal case of murder. As a student, the story itself has nothing to do with the other Yakuza games on this list, but the structure of the gameplay is almost identical - except some added (but
underutilized) detective works. Good place to start? The trial is undoubtedly the perfect game to start your Yakuza journey. As it is an independent experience, you can have an idea of the Yakuza formula without having to commit to the huge Kiryu saga. The trial can be a large gateway to the Yakuza series as a whole. An excellent independent Yakuza
experience, holding, excellent characters, excellent, the best action match of any Yakuza Brilliant Side Stories Stories Detetive Playability game is underutilized without platforms arap arap radum es eir©Ãs ad setna azukaY ed ogoj omitlºÃ o ioF .0891 ed adac©Ãd an odautiS leuqerp mu ©Ã 0 azukaY saroh 05 - 04 :oid©Ãm otnemirpmoC 4SP ,)o£ÃpaJ
sanepa( 3SP Dragon motor much more advanced, but it is still a favorite portion of the fans - and for a good reason. The story is divided between two playable protagonists: a 20-year-old Kazuma Kiryu, and a 24-year-old Goro Majima. Both main characters are struggling to stand out in the organized crime world, with Kiryu arrested collecting money
from Lowlifes, and Majima forced to obey the orders of his corrupt superiors. Good place to start? Out of the trial, Yakuza 0 is probably the best Yakuza game to start, if you are completely new in the series. Chronologically, this is where Yakuza begins, and 0 does an amazing job of casting foundations for the character of Kiryu. Fantastic stories
Development of excellent characters Some of the best boss battles of the great yakuza combat system Excellent selection of parallel activities and mini-game platforms: PS4 Average length: 30 - 40 hours Yakuza: Kiwami 2 is a remake of Yakuza 2 using the dragon mechanism. Kazuma Kiryu is the only protagonist, and the story makes him try to
discover a plot that could overthrow the powerful Tojo clan. Yakuza 2 has almost perfected the series' plan from here onward, and Kiwami 2 raises all this experience to modern standards. Good place to start? Yakuza: Kiwami 2 is not a bad game to start. It has a more direct story than Yakuza 0, and is the most refined game in the entire series. Taken
as an independent experience of Yakuza, it is perfectly pleasant without any prior knowledge. One of the most direct stories, but the best of the series, excellent characters, the most beautiful Yakuza game (out of trial), undoubtedly the best action match in the series, one of the most complete minigame collections of the Great series of optional
activities, the most polished Yakuza Experience General Minor Design Instances of the PS2 era dated How would you rate the Yakuza games? What gameIs your favorite? Vote in our poll, poll, semaG semaG detaleR %1semag azukaY yna deyalp t'nevah I%1tnemgduJ tsoL%6tnemgduJ%9nogarD ekiL :azukaY%7efiL fo gnoS ehT :6 azukaY%75 azukaY%4
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